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Abstract

Previous vision MLPs such as MLP-Mixer and ResMLP
accept linearly flattened image patches as input, making
them inflexible for different input sizes and hard to capture
spatial information. Such approach withholds MLPs from
getting comparable performance with their transformer-
based counterparts and prevents them from becoming a
general backbone for computer vision. This paper presents
Hire-MLP, a simple yet competitive vision MLP architecture
via Hierarchical rearrangement, which contains two lev-
els of rearrangements. Specifically, the inner-region rear-
rangement is proposed to capture local information inside
a spatial region, and the cross-region rearrangement is pro-
posed to enable information communication between differ-
ent regions and capture global context by circularly shifting
all tokens along spatial directions. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of Hire-MLP as a versatile
backbone for various vision tasks. In particular, Hire-MLP
achieves competitive results on image classification, object
detection and semantic segmentation tasks, e.g., 83.8% top-
1 accuracy on ImageNet, 51.7% box AP and 44.8% mask
AP on COCO val2017, and 49.9% mIoU on ADE20K, sur-
passing previous transformer-based and MLP-based mod-
els with better trade-off for accuracy and throughput.

1. Introduction

Attention mechanism based transformers have shown
great superiority in the realm of natural language process-
ing in recent years. Several works such as ViT [11] and
DeiT [49] propose to transfer the transformers into visual
recognition tasks [15], and have achieved awesome results
which are comparable with conventional convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs). However, the heavy computational

*Equal contribution. †Corresponding author. Mindspore [24] code:
https://gitee.com/mindspore/models/tree/master/research/cv/HireMLP.
Pytorch [37] code: https://github.com/huawei-noah/CV-Backbones.

burdens caused by the self-attention modules in transform-
ers withhold the models from better trade-off between ac-
curacy and latency. Recently, models composed of only
multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) have become a new trend in
vision community [47, 48]. These MLP-based models can
achieve comparable results with CNNs while discarding the
heavy self-attention module. For example, MLP-Mixer [47]
extracts per-location information through MLPs that are ap-
plied to every image patch, and captures long-range infor-
mation through MLPs that are applied across patches.

Although MLP-Mixer can obtain the global receptive
field, there are two intractable flaws that prevent the model
from becoming a more general backbone for vision tasks:
(i) The number of the patches (tokens) will change as the
input size changes, which means it cannot be directly fine-
tuned at other resolutions that are different from those used
in pre-training phase, making MLP-Mixer infeasible to be
transferred into downstream vision tasks such as detection
and segmentation. (ii) MLP-Mixer rarely explores the lo-
cal information, which is demonstrated as an useful in-
ductive bias in both CNNs and transformer-based architec-
tures [18, 55]. The above challenges naturally motivate us
to explore an efficient MLP-based architecture which can
encode both local and global information while being com-
patible with flexible input resolutions at the same time.

To address the two aforementioned challenges, we pro-
pose the Hire-MLP, which innovates the existing MLP-
based models by using hierarchical rearrangement opera-
tions. Taking the first challenge into account, the sequence
of tokens in MLP-Mixer [47] are denoted as X ∈ RHW×C ,
where HW and C denote the number of tokens and chan-
nels, respectively. MLP-Mixer first uses a token-mixing
MLP which acts on the columns of X to map RHW 7→
RHW , and then uses a channel-mixing MLP which acts on
the rows of X to map RC 7→ RC . The parameters of the
token-mixing MLP are configured by the number of tokens
HW , which depends on the resolution of input images and
results in the first challenge. To this end, we construct our
Hire-MLP merely by channel-mixing MLPs applied on the
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of the proposed Hire-MLP-Tiny. More details and other variants of Hire-MLP can be found in Table A.1
in supplementary materials. Rearrangement layer and restoration layer in hire module are illustrated in Figure 2.

channel dimension. As for the second challenge, we build
the blocks of Hire-MLP based on hierarchical rearrange-
ments and channel-mixing MLPs. The hierarchical rear-
rangement operation consists of the inner-region rearrange-
ment and the cross-region rearrangement, in which both the
local and global information can be easily captured in both
height and width directions. We first split the input tokens
into multiple regions along the height/width directions, and
leverage the inner-region rearrangement operation to shuffle
all adjacent tokens belonging to the same region into a one-
dimensional vector, followed by two fully connected lay-
ers to capture local information within these features. Af-
ter that, this one-dimensional vector is restored back to the
initial arrangement, as illustrated in Figure 1. For the com-
munication between tokens from different regions, a cross-
region rearrangement operation is implemented by shifting
all the tokens along a specific direction, as shown in Fig-
ure 2(c)(d). Such hierarchical rearrangement operation en-
ables our model to obtain both local and global information,
and can easily handle the flexible input resolutions.

To be specific, our Hire-MLP has a hierarchical archi-
tecture similar to conventional CNNs [18] and recently pro-
posed transformers [35,52] to generate pyramid feature rep-
resentations for downstream vision tasks. The overall archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 1. After the first projection layer,
the resulting feature X ∈ RH×W×C is then fed into a se-
quence of Hire-MLP blocks. Hire module is a key compo-
nent in Hire-MLP block, which consists of three indepen-
dent branches. The first two branches consist of a cross-
region rearrangement layer, an inner-region rearrangement
layer, two channel-mixing fully connected (FC) layers, an
inner-region restore layer and a cross-region restore layer
to capture local and global information along specific di-
rection, i.e., the height and the width direction. The last
branch is built upon a simple channel-mixing FC layer to
capture channel information. Compared to existing MLP-
based models that spatially shift features in different direc-
tions [31,57] or leverage a new cycle fully connected opera-

tor [5], our Hire-MLP needs only the channel-mixing MLPs
and rearrangement operations. Furthermore, the rearrange-
ment operations can be easily realized by commonly used
reshape and padding operations in Pytorch/Tensorflow. And
our Hire-MLP is completely capable to serve as a versatile
backbone for various computer vision tasks.

Experiments show that Hire-MLP can largely improve
the performances of existing MLP-based models on vari-
ous tasks, including image classification, object detection,
instance segmentation, and semantic segmentation. For
example, the Hire-MLP-Small attains an 82.1% top-1 ac-
curacy on ImageNet, outperforming Swin-T [35] signifi-
cantly with a higher throughput. Scaling up the model to
larger sizes, we can further obtain 83.2% and 83.8% top-
1 accuracy. Using Hire-MLP-Small as backbone, Cascade
Mask R-CNN achieves 50.7% box AP and 44.2% mask AP
on COCO val2017. In addition, Hire-MLP-Small obtains
46.1% single-scale mIoU on ADE20K, which has an im-
provement of +1.6% mIoU over Swin-T, demonstrating that
Hire-MLP can achieve a better accuracy-latency trade-off
than prior MLP-based and transformer-based architectures.

2. Related Work
CNN-based Models. LeCun et al. proposed the classical
LeNet [29] in 1990s, which contained most of the basic
components of modern CNNs (e.g., convolution and pool-
ing). In ILSVRC 2012 contest, AlexNet [28] achieved far
higher performance than others and drew much attention to
CNNs. VGGNet [41] constructed a plain model by stack-
ing only convolutional layers with kernel size of 3 × 3.
GoogLeNet [42] designed an inception module containing
multiple branches to fuse features from diverse receptive
fields. To train an extremely deep model for better per-
formance, ResNet [18, 19] skipped multiple layers with an
identity projection to alleviate gradient vanishing or explod-
ing. In addition to accuracy, efficiency also plays a crucial
part in the practical implementation of CNN-based mod-
els, especially on resource-limited devices such as mobile
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Figure 2. Illustration of the inner-region and cross-region rear-
rangement operations in hire module.

phones. MobileNet [22] adopted depth-wise convolutions
to aggregate spatial information. ShuffleNet [63] intro-
duced the shuffle operation to complement the information
loss caused by group convolutions. Such operation can ex-
change the information across different groups. These well-
designed CNNs have been widely used in various tasks such
as image recognition [18], object detection [40], semantic
segmentation [4] and video analysis [26].

Transformer-based Models. The classical transformer
model [50] was originally designed to tackle natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tasks such as machine translation
and English constituency parsing. Recently, Dosovitskiy et
al. [11] introduced it to vision community by splitting an
image into multiple patches and taking each patch as a to-
ken in NLP. Vision transformers can accommodate more
training data and achieve higher performance compared
to CNNs when the dataset is large enough. Touvron et
al. [49] explored how to train data-efficient vision trans-
formers and proposed a new distillation strategy. Extensive
works [6, 12, 14, 16, 35, 46, 52, 53, 58, 59] were proposed
to design the architecture of transformers. For example,
PVT [52] designed a pyramid-like structure, where the spa-
tial sizes of feature maps are reduced stage-by-stage, and
validated the efficiency of transformers on dense prediction
tasks such as object detection and semantic segmentation.
TNT [16] embedded small transformer blocks in original
modules to capture local information. T2T-ViT [60] im-

proved the tokenization process of input images, and pro-
posed a layer-wise Tokens-to-Token transformation module
by recursively aggregating neighboring tokens. The infor-
mation of images can be preserved more sufficiently com-
pared to the simple tokenization with a single layer. Con-
sidering the high computational cost of self-attention mech-
anism, Swin Transformer [35] calculated the attention be-
tween different tokens in shifted local windows, reducing
the computational cost from quadratic to linear complex-
ity. However, the self-attention mechanism is still computa-
tional expensive and relatively slow on devices like GPUs.
MLP-based Models. Considering the large computa-
tional cost of attention modules in transformers, simple and
efficient models that consist of only multi-layer percep-
trons (MLPs) are proposed [47, 48]. For example, MLP-
Mixer [47] used token-mixing MLP and channel-mixing
MLP to capture the relationship between tokens and be-
tween channels, respectively. Concurrently, the perfor-
mance of MLP-based models are further improved by de-
signing new architectures [21,30,31,45,56]. CycleMLP [5]
introduced a cycle fully connected layer to capture the spa-
tial information, which replaces token-mixing MLP in [47].
AS-MLP [31] shifted tokens along vertical and horizontal
directions to get an axial receptive field. S2-MLP [57] also
used the shift operation to achieve cross-patch communica-
tions. Different from them, our method can simultaneously
capture both local and global spatial information by a hi-
erarchical rearrangement operation, i.e., rearranging tokens
in/cross local regions, which also achieves a better trade-off
between high performance and computational efficiency.

3. Method
3.1. Hire-MLP Block

The proposed Hire-MLP architecture is constructed by
stacking multiple Hire-MLP blocks, as detailed in Figure 1.
Similar to ViT [11] and MLP-Mixer [47], each Hire-MLP
block consists of two sub-blocks, i.e., the proposed hire
module and channel MLP in [47], aggregating spatial in-
formation and channel information, respectively. Given the
input feature X ∈ RH×W×C with height H , width W , and
channel number C, a Hire-MLP block can be formulated as:

Y = Hire-Module(BN(X)) +X,

Z = Channel-MLP(BN(Y )) + Y,
(1)

where Y and Z are intermediate feature and output feature
of the block, respectively. BN denotes the batch normaliza-
tion [25]. The whole Hire-MLP architecture is constructed
by iteratively stacking the Hire-MLP block (Eq. 1). Com-
pared with MLP-Mixer [47], the major difference is that
we replace token-mixing MLP in MLP-Mixer with the pro-
posed hire module and have successfully managed to cap-
ture the relationship between different tokens effectively.
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3.2. Hierarchical Rearrangement Module

In MLP-Mixer [47], the token-mixing MLP takes lin-
early flattened tokens as input, and uses fully connected
layers to capture the cross-location information. As the di-
mension of fully connected layers is fixed, it is not compat-
ible with sequences of variable lengths on dense prediction
tasks such as object detection and semantic segmentation.
Besides, each token-mixing operation captures and aggre-
gates the global information, while some crucial local in-
formation might be neglected. In this section, we propose
the hierarchical rearrangement (hire) module to replace the
token-mixing MLP in [47] and address these challenges ac-
cordingly. Briefly, the inner-region rearrangement opera-
tion in hire module can help capture the local information of
tokens in a pre-defined region, while the global information
can be captured through cross-region rearrangement opera-
tion. And credited to the proposed region partition, the size
of each region remains the same when taking inputs of dif-
ferent sizes. Therefore, our hire module can naturally tackle
with sequences of variable lengths and has linear compu-
tational complexity with respect to input size. In the fol-
lowing, we will introduce the region partition, inner-region
rearrangement, and cross-region rearrangement in details.

Region Partition. We first split the input features into mul-
tiple regions, and perform the inner-region rearrangement
on tokens in each region. The feature can be split along both
width and height directions. Taking the height direction
inner-region rearrangement as an example, the input feature
X of shape H ×W ×C will be divided into g regions, i.e.,
X = [X1, X2, · · · , Xg]. Each region Xi ∈ Rh×W×C con-
tains h tokens along the height direction, where h = H/g.

Inner-region Rearrangement. Given an input feature
Xi ∈ Rh×W×C of the i-th region along the height direction,
different tokens will exchange the information adequately
through inner-region rearrangement operation. Specifi-
cally, we concatenate all tokens in Xi along the channel di-
mension, and get the rearranged feature Xc

i with the shape
of W × hC (h = 2 in Figure 2(a)). Then Xc

i is sent to an
MLP moduleF to mix information along the last dimension
and produce output feature Xo

i ∈ RW×hC . For efficiency,
the MLP F is implemented by two linear projections with
bottleneck, i.e., the feature is first reduced to W × C

2 and
then restored to W × hC. A non-linear activation function
(e.g., ReLU [13] and GeLU [20]) and normalization layer
(e.g., BN [25] and LN [1]) can also be inserted into linear
projections to enhance representation ability and stabilize
training. At last, the output feature Xo

i ∈ RW×hC is re-
stored to the original shape for next module, i.e., it is split
into multiple tokens along the last dimension to get feature
X ′i ∈ Rh×W×C . In this way, different tokens in each region
can be mixed adequately for generating output features.

Cross-region Rearrangement. Although the inner-region

rearrangement enables the communication among tokens
in a local region, the receptive field of output feature is
limited by the size of each region. Here we introduce the
cross-region rearrangement operation that exchanges infor-
mation across different regions by shifting tokens along the
height/width direction, and in return enables the model to
aggregate global spatial information.

The cross-region rearrangement is implemented by re-
currently shifting all the tokens along a specific direction
with a given step size s, as illustrated in Figure 2(c) (s = 1
along the height direction) and Figure 2(d) (s = 1 along the
width direction). After shifting, tokens included in the lo-
cal region split by region partition will change. It is worth
noting that this operation can be easily accomplished by the
“circular padding” in Pytorch/Tensorflow. To get a global
receptive field, the cross-region rearrangement operations
are inserted before the inner-region rearrangement opera-
tion every two blocks. The positions of shifted tokens are
also restored after the inner-region restoration operation to
preserve the relative position between different tokens. And
this restoration can further boost the accuracy of our Hire-
MLP, as shown in Table 5.

Note that Zhang et al. [63] uses the channel shuffle op-
eration to communicate across different groups, which dis-
organizes channels totally. In the contrast, our proposed
cross-region rearrangement preserves the relative position
between different tokens. We argue that the relative posi-
tion is vital to achieve high representation ability, and re-
lated ablation study for these two strategies is investigated
in Table 6. We also visualize the feature maps after two
cross-region rearrangement manners (ShuffleNet [63] man-
ner vs. our shifted manner) in supplementary materials.
Hire Module. Considering an input feature X of size
H×W ×C, the spatial information communication is con-
ducted within two branches, i.e., along the height direction
and the width direction. Inspired by shortcut connections in
ResNet [18] and ViP [21], an extra branch without spatial
communication is also added, where only a fully connected
layer is leveraged to encode information along the channel
dimension. The input X is sent to above three branches to
get features X ′W , X ′H , and X ′C , respectively. Then the out-
put feature X ′ is obtained by summing up these features,
i.e., X ′ = X ′W +X ′H +X ′C , as depicted in Figure 1.
Complexity Analysis. In hire module, the fully connected
layer (FC) consumes the major memory and computational
cost. Consider the height direction branch in Figure 1, given
an input feature X ∈ RH×W×C , we first split it into H/h
regions with the shape of h×W ×C. And the shape of the
feature after inner-region rearrangement is H/h×W×hC.
We empirically set the channel dimension in bottleneck to
C/2, thereby this branch occupies hC × C

2 × 2 = hC2 pa-
rameters and H

h ×W × hC × C
2 × 2 = HWC2 FLOPs.

Considering a hire module with three branches (height,
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width, and channel), the total parameters and FLOPs are
(2hC2 + C2) and 3HWC2, respectively.

3.3. Overall Architecture

An overview of the Hire-MLP-Tiny architecture is
shown in Figure 1, more details and other variants of Hire-
MLP are presented in Table A.1 in supplementary materials.
We adopt a pyramid-like architecture for Hire-MLP follow-
ing the commonly used design of CNNs [18, 41] and vi-
sion transformers [35,52]. It first splits the input image into
patches (tokens) by a patch embedding layer [51]. Then two
Hire-MLP blocks referred to as “Stage 1” are applied on the
tokens above. As the network gets deeper, the number of to-
kens is reduced by another patch embedding layer and out-
put channels are doubled at the same time. Especially, the
whole architecture contains four stages, where the feature
resolution reduces from H

4 ×
W
4 to H

32 ×
W
32 and the output

dimension increases accordingly. The pyramid architecture
aggregates the spatial feature for extracting semantic infor-
mation, which can be applied to image classification, object
detection, and semantic segmentation.

We develop diverse variants of Hire-MLP architectures
with different memory and computational cost. The “Base”
model (Hire-MLP-Base) contains {4, 6, 24, 3} layers for
each stage. “Tiny” and “Small” variants have fewer lay-
ers to realize efficient implementation, while the “Large”
variant has larger representation capacity to achieve higher
performance. Detailed configurations can also be found in
supplementary materials.

4. Experiments
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of Hire-

MLP architectures by conducting experiments on several
vision tasks. We first compare the proposed Hire-MLP with
previous state-of-the-art models for image classification on
ImageNet-1K [10], and then we ablate the important de-
sign elements of Hire-MLP. We also present the results of
object detection and semantic segmentation on COCO [33]
and ADE20K [65], respectively.

4.1. Image Classification on ImageNet

Experimental Settings. We conduct experiments on the
challenging ImageNet-1K [10], which is a image classifica-
tion benchmark containing 1.28M training images and 50K
validation images of 1000 classes. ImageNet-1K is also
utilized to conduct the ablation studies. For fair compar-
isons with recent works, we adopt the same training and
augmentation strategy as those in DeiT [49], i.e., models
are trained for 300 epochs using the AdamW [36] optimizer

1AS-MLP [31] reported the throughput under the mixed precision train-
ing mode, here we reproduce it and report the throughput under the pure
precision training mode for a fair comparison with other methods.

Network Params FLOPs Throughput
(image / s) Top-1

CNN-based

RegNetY-4GF [38] 39M 4.0G 1156.7 81.0
RegNetY-16GF [38] 84M 16.0G 334.7 82.9
EfficientNet-B4 [44] 19M 4.2G 349.4 82.9
EfficientNet-B6 [44] 43M 19.0G 96.9 84.0

Transformer-based

DeiT-S [49] 22M 4.6G 940.4 79.8
Swin-T [35] 29M 4.5G 755.2 81.3
CPVT-S-GAP [7] 22M 4.6G 942.3 81.5
PVT-L [52] 61M 9.8G 358.8 81.7
T2T-ViTt-24 [59] 64M 15.0G - 82.6
TNT-B [16] 66M 14.1G - 82.9
Swin-B [35] 88M 15.4G 278.1 83.5

MLP-based

gMLP-Ti [34] 6M 1.4G - 72.3
CycleMLP-B1 [5] 15M 2.1G 1038.4‡ 78.9
Hire-MLP-Tiny (ours) 18M 2.1G 1561.7 79.7

ResMLP-S12 [48] 15M 3.0G 1415.1 76.6
ViP-Small/7 [21] 25M - 719.0 81.5
AS-MLP-T∗ [31] 28M 4.4G 863.6‡ 81.3
CycleMLP-B2 [5] 27M 3.9G 640.6‡ 81.6
Hire-MLP-Small (ours) 33M 4.2G 807.6 82.1

Mixer-B/16 [47] 59M 12.7G - 76.4
S2-MLP-deep [57] 51M 10.5G - 80.7
ResMLP-B24 [48] 116M 23.0G 231.3 81.0
ViP-Medium/7 [21] 55M - 418.0 82.7
CycleMLP-B4 [5] 52M 10.1G 320.8‡ 83.0
AS-MLP-S∗ [31] 50M 8.5G 478.4‡ 83.1
Hire-MLP-Base (ours) 58M 8.1G 440.6 83.2

S2-MLP-wide [57] 71M 14.0G - 80.0
CycleMLP-B5 [5] 76M 12.3G 246.9‡ 83.2
gMLP-B [34] 73M 15.8G - 81.6
ViP-Large/7 [21] 88M - 298.0 83.2
AS-MLP-B∗ [31] 88M 15.2G 312.4‡ 83.3
Hire-MLP-Large (ours) 96M 13.4G 290.1 83.8

Table 1. Experimental results of different networks on ImageNet-
1K. Throughput is measured as the number of images that we
can process per second on a single V100 GPU following [35, 49].
∗ means AS-MLP [31] accelerates the AS operation by CUDA im-
plementation. ‡ means the throughput result is reproduced by us1.

with weight decay 0.05 and the batch size of 1024. We use a
linear warmup for early 20 epochs, the initial learning rate is
set to 1e-3 and gradually drops to 1e-5. The data augmenta-
tion methods include Rand-Augment [9], MixUp [62], Cut-
Mix [61], Label Smoothing [43], Random Erasing [64], and
DropPath [23]. All models are trained on 8 NVIDIA Tesla
V100 GPUs, we report the experimental results with single-
crop top-1 accuracy, parameters, FLOPs and throughput.

Main Results. We compare the proposed Hire-MLP with
previous CNN-based, transformer-based, and MLP-based
models on Imagenet as shown in Table 1. The resolution
of input image is set to 224 × 224. For example, our
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Num. of h and w Top-1 (%) Num. of h and w Top-1 (%)

(2, 2, 2, 2) 81.62 (2, 2, 3, 3) 81.73

(3, 2, 2, 2) 81.82 (3, 3, 2, 2) 81.78

(3, 3, 3, 2) 81.87 (3, 3, 3, 3) 81.79

(4, 3, 3, 2) 82.07 (4, 3, 3, 3) 81.86

(4, 4, 3, 3) 81.81 (4, 4, 4, 4) 81.72

(5, 4, 3, 3) 81.74 (6, 4, 3, 3) 81.49

Table 2. Ablation study on the number of tokens in each region
in Region Partition. Given an input feature of size H×W×C, we
split it into H/h (W/w) regions along the height (width) direction,
and the size of each region is h×W×C. We set h=w as default
for 224×224 input resolution. For example, (4, 3, 3, 2) indicates
h and w are set to 4, 3, 3, and 2 for stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and
stage 4, respectively. The step size s here is set to (2, 2, 1, 1).

Num. of s Top-1 (%) Num. of s Top-1 (%)

(0, 0, 0, 0) 81.18 (1, 1, 1, 1) 81.88

(2, 2, 1, 1) 82.07 (2, 2, 2, 2) 81.71

Table 3. Ablation study about the step size of shifted tokens (s) in
cross-region rearrangement. For example, (2, 2, 1, 1) means s is
set to 2, 2, 1, and 1 for stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and stage 4, respec-
tively. (0, 0, 0, 0) indicates there is no cross-region rearrangement
in Hire-MLP. The h and w here are set to (4, 3, 3, 2).

Padding mode Top-1 (%) Padding mode Top-1 (%)

Zero padding 81.62 Circular padding 82.07

Reflect padding 81.48 Replicated padding 81.60

Table 4. Different padding modes for inner-region rearrangement.

Model Top-1 (%)

Hire-MLP-Small 82.07

w/o cross-region restore 81.70

w/o cross-region rearrange and restore 81.18

w/o inner-region rearrange and restore 80.17

w/o extra FC branch 81.32

Table 5. Impact of different components in hire module.

Manner Top-1 (%) Manner Top-1 (%)

Shifted 82.07 ShuffleNet [63] 80.90

Table 6. Different manners for cross-region communication.

Hire-MLP-Small achieves 82.1% top-1 accuracy with only
4.2G FLOPs, which is better than all other existing MLP-
based models. When compared to recently proposed AS-
MLP [31] and CycleMLP [5], our Hire-MLP can obtain
better performances (+0.5∼0.8) without any complicated
shift operations or variants of fully connected layer. Scal-
ing up our model to 8.1G and 13.1G can achieve 83.2%

Num. of FC layer # Params # FLOPs Top-1 (%)

1 49.65M 5.65G 82.15

2 33.11M 4.24G 82.07

3 32.98M 4.23G 81.81

4 33.26M 4.24G 81.85

Table 7. Ablation study about the number of intermediate FC lay-
ers in first two branches in hire module.

and 83.8% top-1 accuracy, respectively. The superiority of
Hire-MLP demonstrates that the proposed hire module can
better capture both local and global information, which is
crucial for classification. In addition, we show the compar-
ison with conventional CNN-based and transformer-based
models. When compared to transformer-based models such
as DeiT [49], Swin Transformer [35], and PVT [16], our
model can get better results with a faster inference speed.
When compared to CNN-based architectures such as Reg-
NetY [38], our Hire-MLP can achieve better results with
smaller model size and lower computational cost. However,
there is still a small gap between our model and the state-of-
the-art EfficientNet-B6. We argue that MLP-based architec-
tures have their unique advantages of simplicity and faster
inference speed (290.1 vs. 96.9), and there are still oppor-
tunities for further enhancements for MLP-based models.

4.2. Ablation Study

The core component in Hire-MLP is the hierarchical re-
arrangement module (Sec. 3.2). We conduct the ablation
studies about the number of tokens in each region in re-
gion partition, the number of shifted regions and different
rearrangement manners for cross-region rearrangement, the
padding mode in inner-region rearrangement, and the num-
ber of FC layers in hire module. All ablation experiments
are conducted based on the Hire-MLP-Small.

The number of tokens in each region in region partition.
Table 2 investigates how region partition affects the final
performance based on Hire-MLP-Small, where h and w de-
note the size of each region. Consider that the resolution
of input image is 224 × 224 in ImageNet, we set h = w
if not specified. A small region size implies few adjacent
tokens are mixed via the inner-region rearrangement oper-
ation, which emphasizes more on local information. We
empirically find that a larger region size is required in lower
layer to tackle the feature maps with more tokens and obtain
larger receptive fields. When the region size is further in-
creased, the performance will drop slightly. We conjecture
that there might be some information loss in the bottleneck
structure with the increasing region size.

The step size s of shifted token in cross-region rear-
rangement. The cross-region rearrangement is imple-
mented by shifting tokens with a given step size s, whose
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Backbone RetinaNet 1× Mask R-CNN 1×
Param / FLOPs AP APS APM APL Param / FLOPs APb APb

50 APb
75 APm APm

50 APm
75

PVT-Tiny [52] 23.0M / 189.5G 36.7 22.6 38.8 50.0 32.9M / 208.1G 36.7 59.2 39.3 35.1 56.7 37.3
CycleMLP-B1 [5] 24.9M / 195.0G 38.6 21.9 41.8 50.7 34.8M / 213.6G 39.4 61.4 43.0 36.8 58.6 39.1
Hire-MLP-Tiny 27.8M / 195.3G 38.9 24.9 42.7 50.7 37.7M / 213.8G 39.6 61.7 43.1 37.0 59.1 39.6
ResNet50 [18] 37.7M / 239.3G 36.3 19.3 40.0 48.8 44.2M / 260.1G 38.0 58.6 41.4 34.4 55.1 36.7
CycleMLP-B2 [5] 36.5M / 230.9G 40.9 23.4 44.7 53.4 46.5M / 249.5G 41.7 63.6 45.8 38.2 60.4 41.0
Swin-T [35] 38.5M / 244.8G 41.5 25.1 44.9 55.5 47.8M / 264.0G 42.2 64.6 46.2 39.1 61.6 42.0
Hire-MLP-Small 42.8M / 237.6G 41.7 25.3 45.4 54.6 52.7M / 256.2G 42.8 65.0 46.7 39.3 62.0 42.1
ResNet101 [18] 56.7M / 315.4G 38.5 21.4 42.6 51.1 63.2M / 336.4G 40.4 61.1 44.2 36.4 57.7 38.8
PVT-Medium [52] 53.9M / 283.1G 41.9 25.0 44.9 57.6 63.9M / 301.7G 42.0 64.4 45.6 39.0 61.6 42.1
CycleMLP-B4 [5] 61.5M / 356.6G 43.2 26.6 46.5 57.4 71.5M / 375.2G 44.1 65.7 48.1 40.2 62.7 43.5
Swin-S [35] 59.8M / 334.8G 44.5 27.4 48.0 59.9 69.1M / 353.8G 44.8 66.6 48.9 40.9 63.4 44.2
Hire-MLP-Base 68.0M / 316.5G 44.3 28.0 48.4 58.0 77.8M / 334.9G 45.2 66.9 49.3 41.0 64.0 44.2
PVT-Large [52] 71.1M / 345.7G 42.6 25.8 46.0 58.4 81.0M / 364.3G 42.9 65.0 46.6 39.5 61.9 42.5
CycleMLP-B5 [5] 85.9M / 402.2G 42.7 24.1 46.3 57.4 95.3M / 421.1G 44.1 65.5 48.4 40.1 62.8 43.0
Hire-MLP-Large 105.8M / 424.5G 44.9 28.9 48.9 57.5 115.2M / 443.5G 45.9 67.2 50.4 41.7 64.7 45.3

Table 8. Object detection and instance segmentation results on COCO val2017. We compare Hire-MLP with other backbones based on
RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN frameworks, all models are trained in “1x” schedule. FLOPs is calculated on 1280×800 input.

Backbone Mask R-CNN 3× Cascade Mask R-CNN 3×
FLOPs APb APb

50 APb
75 APm APm

50 APm
75 FLOPs APb APb

50 APb
75 APm APm

50 APm
75

ResNet50 [18] 260.1G 41.0 61.7 44.9 37.1 58.4 40.1 738.7G 46.3 64.3 50.5 40.1 61.7 43.4
AS-MLP-T [31] 260.1G 46.0 67.5 50.7 41.5 64.6 44.5 739.0G 50.1 68.8 54.3 43.5 66.3 46.9
Swin-T [35] 264.0G 46.0 68.2 50.2 41.6 65.1 44.8 742.4G 50.5 69.3 54.9 43.7 66.6 47.1
Hire-MLP-Small 256.2G 46.2 68.2 50.9 42.0 65.6 45.3 734.6G 50.7 69.4 55.1 44.2 66.9 48.1
Swin-S [35] 353.8G 48.5 70.2 53.5 43.3 67.3 46.6 832.4G 51.8 70.4 56.3 44.7 67.9 48.5
AS-MLP-S [31] 346.0G 47.8 68.9 52.5 42.9 66.4 46.3 823.8G 51.1 69.8 55.6 44.2 67.3 48.1
Hire-MLP-Base 334.9G 48.1 69.6 52.7 43.1 66.8 46.7 813.2G 51.7 70.2 56.1 44.8 67.8 48.5

Table 9. Instance segmentation results on COCO val2017. Mask R-CNN and Cascade Mask R-CNN are trained in “3x” schedule.

impact is investigated in Table 3. When the tokens are not
shifted, i.e., s = (0, 0, 0, 0), there is no communication
between different regions (without cross-region rearrange-
ment operation). Obviously, the lack of global information
leads to a bad performance.

The impacts of different padding methods. The reso-
lution of the input image from ImageNet [10] is of size
224 × 224, therefore the shape of output feature in stage 4
is 7 × 7, which is not divisible by any h and w. In conse-
quence, we need to pad the feature map. Table 4 evaluates
the influence of different padding methods. And we find
that the “Circular padding” is the most suitable for the de-
sign of hire module.

The impacts of different components in hire module. Ta-
ble 5 ablates the impacts of different components in hire
module (Sec. 3.2). We can find that the inner-region rear-
rangement is the most important component to capture lo-
cal information. The cross-region restoration operation can
bring about 0.3% improvement on top-1 accuracy. If we dis-
card the cross-region rearrangement (including the restora-
tion), the model cannot exchange information across dif-

ferent regions, and the performance would drop to 81.18%.
And removing the third branch in Figure 1 would harm the
top-1 accuracy by 0.7%.

Different strategies for cross-region communication. We
compare two different strategies for cross-region communi-
cation in Table 6. The shifted manner achieves better result
compared to ShuffleNet manner, indicating shifted manner
can preserve more relative position information for model.
More details and corresponding visualization of these two
strategies can be found in supplementary materials.

The number of FC layers in hire module. The bottleneck
design of MLP F in hire module (Sec. 3.2) can help elim-
inate the heavy burden of FLOPs brought by the increase
in channels. Ablation studies about the number of FC lay-
ers are reported in Table 7. Although using one FC layer
achieves the best performance, the parameter and FLOPs
are larger than other counterparts. A bottleneck with two
FC layers can obtain a better trade-off between accuracy
and computational cost. Furthermore, adding more FC lay-
ers cannot bring more benefits, demonstrating that the im-
provements come from our hierarchical rearrangement op-
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Semantic FPN UperNet

Backbone Param FLOPs FPS SS mIoU Backbone Param FLOPs FPS SS mIoU MS mIoU

PVT-Small [52] 28M 163G 43.9‡ 39.8 Swin-T [35] 60M 945G 18.5 44.5 46.1
CycleMLP-B2 [5] 31M 167G 44.5‡ 42.4 AS-MLP-T [31] 60M 937G 17.7‡ - 46.5
Hire-MLP-Small 37M 174G 47.3 44.3 Hire-MLP-Small 63M 930G 19.3 46.1 47.1

CycleMLP-B3 [5] 42M 229G 31.0‡ 44.5 ResNet-101 [18] 86M 1029G 20.1 43.8 44.9
GFNet-Base [39] 75M 261G - 44.8 Swin-S [35] 81M 1038G 15.2 47.6 49.5
CycleMLP-B4 [5] 56M 296G 23.6‡ 45.1 AS-MLP-S [31] 81M 1024G 14.4‡ - 49.2
Hire-MLP-Base 62M 255G 31.8 46.2 Hire-MLP-Base 88M 1011G 16.0 48.3 49.6

Swin-B [5] 53M 274G 23.4‡ 45.2† Swin-B [35] 121M 1188G 13.3‡ 48.1 49.7
CycleMLP-B5 [5] 79M 343G 22.9‡ 45.6 AS-MLP-B [31] 121M 1166G 11.0‡ - 49.5
Hire-MLP-Large 99M 366G 24.5 46.6 Hire-MLP-Large 127M 1125G 13.7 48.8 49.9

Table 10. Results of semantic segmentation on ADE20K validation set. FLOPs is calculated with the input size of 2048×512. FPS is
measured by using a 32G Tesla V100 GPU. † indicates the results are from GFNet [39]. ‡ indicates the results are measured by us.

eration rather than the increase in the number of FC layers.

4.3. Object Detection on COCO

Experimental Settings. We conduct the object detection
and instance segmentation experiments on COCO 2017
benchmark [33], which contains 118K training images and
5K validation images. Following PVT [52] and Swin Trans-
former [35] , we consider three typical object detection
frameworks: RetinaNet [32], Mask R-CNN [17] and Cas-
cade Mask R-CNN [2] in mmdetection [3]. We utilize the
single-scale training and multi-scale training for the “1x”
and “3x” schedules, respectively. More details are intro-
duced in the supplementary materials.

Results. We report the results of object detection and in-
stance segmentation under different frameworks and train-
ing schedules in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. As
shown in Table 8, Hire-MLP based RetinaNet and Mask
R-CNN consistently surpasses the CNN-based ResNet [18],
transformer-based PVT [52] and MLP-based CycleMLP [5]
under similar FLOPs constraints. Consider RetinaNet [32]
as the basic framework, our Hire-MLPs bring consistent
+5.8∼7.1 AP gains over ResNets [18] and bring +0.3∼2.2
AP gains over CycleMLPs [5] with slightly larger model
size and FLOPs. The results indicate that Hire-MLP can
serve as an excellent backbone for object detection. Further-
more, Hire-MLP based Cascade Mask R-CNN surpasses
the AS-MLP counterpart by 0.6∼0.7 in both box AP and
mask AP with less FLOPs, as shown in Table 9.

4.4. Semantic Segmentation on ADE20K

Experimental Settings. We conduct semantic segmenta-
tion experiments on ADE20K benchmark [65], which con-
tains 20,210 training images and 2,000 validation images.
Following [5, 35, 52], we consider two typical frameworks:
Semantic FPN [27] and UperNet [54] in mmsegementa-
tion [8]. See supplementary materials for more details.

Results. Table 10 lists the parameters, FLOPs, FPS, single-
scale (SS) and multi-scale (MS) mIoU for different back-
bones based on two typical frameworks. We first choose Se-
mantic FPN [27] as the basic framework following [5, 52].
It can be seen that Hire-MLP outperforms CycleMLP [5]
and PVT [52] by a large margin (44.3 vs. 42.4) with sim-
ilar FLOPs and higher FPS, indicating the superiority of
hierarchical rearrangement operation to model at various
input scales. In addition, we follow [31, 35] to validate
our Hire-MLP based on another commonly used frame-
work UperNet [54]. The proposed Hire-MLP achieves bet-
ter MS mIoU compared to the state-of-the-art Swin Trans-
former [35], and is +1.6 mIoU higher than Swin-T on SS
mIoU. It seems that Swin Transformer can obtain a larger
improvement during multi-scale testing. We speculate one
main reason is that the self-attention mechanism in Swin
Transformer can capture scale information easier than our
hire module. Related ablation studies is in the appendix.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel variant of MLP-based ar-
chitecture via hierarchically rearranging tokens to aggregate
both local and global spatial information. Input features are
first split into multiple regions along the height/width di-
rections. Different tokens in each region can communicate
adequately via inner-region rearrangement operation, which
mixes channels from different tokens to extract local infor-
mation. Then tokens from different regions are rearranged
by token shifting. This cross-region rearrangement opera-
tion not only exchanges the information between regions,
but also preserves the relative position. Hire-MLP is con-
structed based on above operations and has achieved signif-
icant performance improvements in various vision tasks.
Acknowledgment Chang Xu was supported by the Aus-
tralian Research Council under Project DP210101859 and
the University of Sydney SOAR Prize.
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